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Abstract:

The success of any student engagement team depends on the design of its student partnerships. Student partnerships provide professional staff with a finger on the pulse of the student community. Popular models employ students as partners to lead and direct student-serving programmes. As a team of experienced student partners, we have come to recognise the utility of student partnerships go only as far as the preparation its professional and teaching staff are willing to invest. Since becoming an industry truism, we have observed patterns of ineffective preparation and poor execution in student partnerships of all types. Whether as university staff, student body leaders or academic assistants, certainty and communication have long been determining factors in the success of any partnership. Despite this, popular strategies which use students as partners continue to favour flexibility over certainty and visibility over communication. This fatal paradigm limits engagement with students and utility to university staff. This presentation will propose a new way of building student partnerships in the student engagement sphere. Drawing from our experiences as student partners, we will demonstrate how narrative-based models address limitations in the modern partnership approach. Compartmentalising student partnerships into narrative phases encourages certainty in its form and communication in its function. This change in paradigm allows greater long-term integration between student partnerships and university staff, keeping the student engagement finger closer to the pulse of its student cohorts.
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